
Drawing Unit Studio #2:  
Coloured Pencil Crayon Candy 
 
Your Task:  
You will create a drawing using pencil crayons of candy or another type 
food.  This must be based on a photo YOU have taken. 
 
Things to consider for your photo: 

 Variety of values 

 Bright colours 

 Reflective surfaces 
 Interesting composition 

 
Your idea and sketches must be approved before you begin. 
 
Creative Process: 
Before you begin your art work, you must first follow the creative process in your sketchbook by: 
 
1) Generating and brainstorming ideas – research images, come up with an idea, what are you trying 

to achieve/say through your art? 
2) Planning – exhaust all ideas before settling, gather necessary supplies 
3) Exploring and experimenting – create rough sketches, practice techniques 
4) Revising and refining – discuss with peers and teacher if necessary, edit rough work 
5) Create – begin good copy, take your time, when in doubt, ask me! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Pencil  Crayon Drawing Evaluation: 
   Criteria  Mark  

FOUNDATIONS 

Prep-work & Studio work  
   
 
 

- You came to class prepared  
- You tried your very best  
- You met deadlines  
- You followed instructions  
- You used class time well  
- You found appropriate images to work from  

- You asked for advice when needed  

 

/10 

CREATING  
Drawing/Technique   

 
Design/Composition/Elements 
and Principles  

 
Quality/Neatness/Craftsmanship  

- The images are accurately drawn  
- You have built up several values from very light to very dark  
- You have met all the criteria 
- You showed an awareness for elements and principles of design  
- Your composition is interesting and successful  
- You have layered your colours 
- You have captured the reflective surfaces successfully and realistically 
- Your paper is flat, no folds or creases  
- Your paper is tear-free  
- There are no smudges or fingerprints visible  
- All unnecessary lines and marks have been erased  

 
/30 

REFLECTING 
Critique (self or peer)  

To be discussed  
/10 

 


